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Structure-function relationships in interphotoreceptor retinoid-binding protein (IRBP)

Ze-Yu Lin, Gui-Ru Li, Naoko Takizawa, Jing-Sheng Si, Eleanore A. Gross, Kevin Richardson, John M. Nickerson*

Emory Eye Center, Emory University School of Medicine, Department of Ophthalmology, Atlanta, GA, USA

Purpose: Interphotoreceptor retinoid binding protein (IRBP) binds hydrophobic ligands in the retina. The polypeptide consists of 1230 amino acids in four 300 amino acid long repeats. We asked whether each of the four repeats can bind one retinoid or fatty acid analog. Our rationale was to make protein variants from the human cDNA bearing one or more of the repeats and examine binding capacities and dissociation constants.

Methods: Proteins were characterized by SDS-PAGE, western blotting, N-terminal sequencing, and CD spectroscopy. Binding properties with all-trans-retinol and 16-anthryloxy-palmitic acid (16-AP) were characterized by ligand fluorescence enhancement and curve fitting.

Results: Binding capacities varied according to the length of each protein. Each repeat possesses the capability of binding retinol and 16-AP.

Conclusions: The data contrast with the idea that two or more repeats are needed to bind one molecule of ligand. Each repeat binds a retinoid and fatty acid analog, suggesting that each has multiple ligand binding sites or one binding site with affinity for different ligands. Last, these data fit well with the current model of multiple binding sites in IRBP derived from quadruplication of an ancestral monomeric binding protein.

Interphotoreceptor retinoid binding protein (IRBP) is found in the vertebrate eye in a space between the photoreceptor cells and the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) (1). IRBP is unique to photosensitive tissues, that is, the retina and the pineal gland. Its apparent function is to bind and transport 11-cis-retinal from stores in the RPE to the photoreceptors. IRBP returns the spent form of vitamin A, all-trans-retinol, to the RPE where it is oxidized and isomerized to 11-cis-retinal again. IRBP aids in rhodopsin regeneration in vitro, and in all-trans-retinol uptake in vitro in RPE cells (2) and explant eyecups (3). Additionally, IRBP protects retinoids from chemical degradation in vitro (4). IRBP selectively extracts only 11-cis-retinal from RPE membranes (5). Ho et al. (6) suggest a buffering function. The existence of the visual cycle (Vitamin A cycle) and biochemical properties provide compelling arguments that IRBP should be necessary for sight (1, 7, 8). This role may not be unique. In chickens, purpurin is found in the IPS, and prostaglandin D synthase is found in the IPS of the rat retina (9). The synthase binds retinoic acid and retinal but, intriguingly, not all-trans-retinol (10). However, the unique presence of IRBP as the only retinoid binding protein of consequence in the monkey interphotoreceptor space (IPS) (11), its clear role in facilitating the directional uptake of 11-cis-retinal into rod outer segments (ROS) (12), and its roles in the recovery of rhodopsin sensitivity (13) and uptake of all-trans-retinol into retinyl ester stores in the RPE (3) demonstrate strong support for an essential role for IRBP in vision. For a detailed review of IRBP physiology, see (14).

IRBP is well conserved among the vertebrates and has been used to clarify issues in mammalian phylogeny (15, 16). IRBP bears similarities to proteins widely dispersed in nature (17, 18). While IRBP apparently exhibits no similarities to other retinoid binding proteins, a statistically significant match exists between Tsp (also known as prc) and IRBP (19). Whether this represents convergence or an ancestral relationship cannot be established by a single pairwise alignment. However, the detection of other similar proteins throughout the plant, animal and bacterial kingdoms and conservation of key residues in multiple sequence alignments suggest an ancient evolutionary relationship among these proteins. The conservation also implies that the tertiary shape has been useful for binding hydrophobic ligands such as peptides/proteins, fatty acids and retinoids (18, 20). This implies divergence from a common ancestor and homology among these proteins.

The structure of the IRBP gene and the protein is shown in Figure 1. There are two significant differences between IRBP and the other family members. First, almost all IRBP proteins contain four repeats, whereas the other known family members contain only one IRBP-like motif of about 220 amino acids in size (Domain B in Figure 1). Each repeat in IRBP is about 300 amino acids long (21-23). The second major difference is that the other members of the family possess an N-terminal extension of roughly 100 to 300 amino acids that makes up an additional domain unrelated to IRBP. We refer to the first 80 amino acids of the IRBP Repeat as Domain A. In IRBP these first 80 amino acids are homologous among IRBP Repeats.
That is, within IRBP, Domain A from one repeat is homologous to Domain A from any other IRBP repeat. No homology exists between Domain A of IRBP and other N-terminal extensions preceding Domain B of other proteins in the family. Because Domain B has catalytic or binding functions in other proteins in the family, we hypothesize that each of the four repeats in IRBP has binding capacity independent of the other repeats.

To test this hypothesis, we created three sets of altered IRBP proteins: 1. A nested deletion set in which proteins were truncated at the C-terminus (named R123, R12+, R12-, and R1, from longest to shortest), 2. Point mutations in the IRBP protein (named G719S and R725C), and 3. Individual repeats cloned and expressed separately (named EcR1, EcR2, EcR3, and EcR4). These variants are defined in Table Ia. We compared these proteins among themselves and to wild type human IRBP by their capacity to bind ligands. We find that each separate repeat possesses a binding site for retinol and an analog of palmitic acid, experimentally verifying our hypothesis. Parts of this work were presented in abstract form (20, 24, 25) at annual meetings of the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology from 1995-97.

**METHODS**

*Ligands*— Retinol (70% pure, R-7632) was obtained from Sigma, St. Louis, MO. It was dissolved in 100% ethanol. The concentration was estimated using an extinction coefficient of 46,000 A/M/cm at 325 nm. 16-anthryloxy-palmitic acid (16-AP) was obtained from Molecular Probes, Inc., Eugene, OR. It was dissolved in ethanol and its concentration estimated via its extinction coefficient of 8200 A/M/cm at 361 nm.

*Antibodies, SDS-PAGE, Protein Concentrations, and Western Blots*— Western blots were performed as described (26) using a monoclonal anti-human IRBP, H3B5, generously provided by L. Donoso, Wills Eye Hospital, Philadelphia, PA. After SDS-PAGE, we electrophoretically transferred proteins to nitrocellulose membranes. The antibody (27), was diluted 1:1600 before use. Protein levels of IRBP and the constructed

---

**TABLE I A. PROTEIN VARIANT TERMINOLOGY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein Definition</th>
<th>WT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wild Type human IRBP expressed in insect cells</td>
<td>R1, R12-, R12+, R123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat 1 with signal peptide attached expressed in insect cells</td>
<td>EcR1, EcR2, EcR3, EcR4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeats 1 and part of Repeat 2, as one polypeptide, expressed in insect cells</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeats 1 and 2 plus part of Repeat 3, as one polypeptide, expressed in insect cells</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeats 1, 2 and 3, as one polypeptide, expressed in insect cells</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole human IRBP with a point change at position 719 changing a Glycine to a Serine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole human IRBP with a point substitution at position 725 changing an Arginine to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a Cysteine, expressed in insect cells</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat 1, expressed in E. coli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat 2, expressed in E. coli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat 3, expressed in E. coli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat 4, expressed in E. coli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**TABLE I B. OLGONUCLEOTIDE PRIMERS USED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF ALTERED IRBPS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primer</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Used in producing the following Proteins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primer 1</td>
<td>GGATCAGAGTCTGGAGCGGCCGCGAATTCC</td>
<td>R1, R12-, R12+, R123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primer 2</td>
<td>GCTCTAGACTATCAACTACATTAGGCTGTCGCCGATGTAAG</td>
<td>R12-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primer 3</td>
<td>GCTCTAGACTACATTAGGCTGTCGCCGATGTAAG</td>
<td>R12+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primer 4</td>
<td>GCTCTAGACTACATTAGGCTGTCGCCGATGTAAG</td>
<td>R123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primer 5</td>
<td>GCTCTAGACTACATTAGGCTGTCGCCGATGTAAG</td>
<td>R725C, G719S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primer 6</td>
<td>GCTCTAGACTACATTAGGCTGTCGCCGATGTAAG</td>
<td>R725C, G719S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primer 7</td>
<td>GCTCTAGACTACATTAGGCTGTCGCCGATGTAAG</td>
<td>R725C, G719S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primer 8</td>
<td>GCTCTAGACTACATTAGGCTGTCGCCGATGTAAG</td>
<td>R725C, G719S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primer 9</td>
<td>GCTCTAGACTACATTAGGCTGTCGCCGATGTAAG</td>
<td>R725C, G719S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primer 10</td>
<td>GCTCTAGACTACATTAGGCTGTCGCCGATGTAAG</td>
<td>R725C, G719S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primer 11</td>
<td>GCTCTAGACTACATTAGGCTGTCGCCGATGTAAG</td>
<td>R725C, G719S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primer 12</td>
<td>GCTCTAGACTACATTAGGCTGTCGCCGATGTAAG</td>
<td>R725C, G719S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primer 13</td>
<td>GCTCTAGACTACATTAGGCTGTCGCCGATGTAAG</td>
<td>R725C, G719S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primer 14</td>
<td>GCTCTAGACTACATTAGGCTGTCGCCGATGTAAG</td>
<td>R725C, G719S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primer 15</td>
<td>GCTCTAGACTACATTAGGCTGTCGCCGATGTAAG</td>
<td>R725C, G719S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 1. IRBP gene structure. The relationship among IRBP gene structure, repeats in the protein, and domains within the repeats (22, 66). The line drawings are roughly to scale. The top line represents the IRBP gene exons and introns illustrating the very long first exon and the normal sizes of the remaining exons. The middle line drawing shows the four protein repeats. The bottom line shows the two putative domains within each of the repeat units. Two complex carbohydrate attachment sites are found in human IRBP. Their locations are marked by the asterisks. Based on homology with Tsp, in which active site residues have been identified, we suggest that a hydrophobic retinol binding site resides in Domain B. By analogy to other proteins in the family, Domain A may represent a regulatory domain, analogous to PDZ or PTB domains (67). Each repeat shows evidence of possessing an all-trans-retinol and 16-AP binding site in the human IRBP protein, as detailed in this report.
proteins were determined by A<sub>280</sub> measurements in 6M guanidine (28) and using extinction coefficients calculated for each protein via ExPASy (http://expasy.hcuge.ch/www/tools.html). A polyclonal antibody was prepared in rabbits against an oligopeptide (amino acids 837-861) from Repeat 3 after cross-linking to keyhole limpet hemocyanin. The polyclonal antiserum was diluted 600-fold before use.

**Clone Preparation**—Standard recombinant DNA methods were used to construct, propagate, and isolate plasmids, and to sequence DNA and analyze the clones. Transplantation plasmids were constructed using pVL1392 (29) as the base vector, inserting cDNA fragments from pVL4200 (30) of the human IRBP cDNA (23) into the former vector. After ligation, the plasmids were transformed into competent SURE cells (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) or JM109 (Promega, Madison, WI). The strategy was to include the signal peptide of IRBP so that the polypeptide would be translocated into the ER of the insect cells and later the protein would be secreted into the medium. As before, we used High Five™ cells (InVitrogen Corp., San Diego, CA) and Excell 400 medium (JRH Biosciences, Lenexa, KS) with 0.5% fetal bovine serum for the expression and production of IRBP (30, 31).

Table Ib and Table Ic show how the protein-producing DNA constructs were prepared. As an example, the construct, pR1, is described in full below. Each other construct was prepared similarly. PCR products were subcloned into the identified vectors. pR1 contains amino acids -22 to 299 and was created by inserting a PCR fragment of pVL4200 from positions 4181 to 5336 into pVL1392. The primers included a NotI site in the forward primer (Primer 1) and an XbaI site and included two stop codons in the reverse primer (Primer 2). Table Ib shows the sequences of the primers used for this and other constructs. The digested PCR fragment was subcloned into pVL1392 cut with the same two enzymes. Ligation for this and succeeding constructs were performed by mixing a three-fold molar excess of insert with about 20 ng of plasmid DNA constructs were prepared. As an example, the construct, pR1, is described in full below. Each other construct was prepared similarly. PCR products were subcloned into the identified vectors. pR1 contains amino acids -22 to 299 and was created by inserting a PCR fragment of pVL4200 from positions 4181 to 5336 into pVL1392. The primers included a NotI site in the forward primer (Primer 1) and an XbaI site and included two stop codons in the reverse primer (Primer 2). Table Ib shows the sequences of the primers used for this and other constructs. The digested PCR fragment was subcloned into pVL1392 cut with the same two enzymes. Ligation for this and succeeding constructs were performed by mixing a three-fold molar excess of insert with about 20 ng of vector. The reaction included 1 unit of T4 DNA ligase (GIBCO BRL, Gaithersburg, MD) and the manufacturer’s ATP-containing buffer. After incubation for 2 h at 16 °C, approximately 20 ng of the recombinant vector was mixed with competent cells and transformed under conditions suggested by the manufacturer. Clones were recovered the next day. Minipreps (Wizard, Promega) of the colonies demonstrated inserts. Sequencing verified that the proper sites

**TABLE Ic. PLASMID AND PROTEIN CONSTRUCTION SUMMARY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Clone</th>
<th>Repeat</th>
<th>AAs</th>
<th>Nucleot</th>
<th>FWD Primer</th>
<th>Back Primer</th>
<th>Restrict Enzymes</th>
<th>Poly Tag</th>
<th>Vector AAs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>pVL4200</td>
<td>-22 to</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>pvl1392</td>
<td>-22 to</td>
<td>4181</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>NotI</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>5240</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>EcoR I</td>
<td>BamH I</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>581</td>
<td>6086</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Xba I</td>
<td>BamH I</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>4144</td>
<td>4144</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NotI</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>See</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3</td>
<td>5778</td>
<td>5778</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>FvX</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G7</td>
<td>4181</td>
<td>4181</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>NotI</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G725</td>
<td>pVL1392</td>
<td>-22 to</td>
<td>4181</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>NotI</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>pVL1392</td>
<td>-5 to</td>
<td>4325</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>BamH I</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>pVL1392</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>5240</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>EcoR I</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>pVL1392</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>6173</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>BamH I</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>pVL1392</td>
<td>913</td>
<td>7076</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>BamH I</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2. The amino acid sequences of the IRBP and variants.**

**Repeat 1 Region:** The top sequence shows the amino acid sequence of wild type human IRBP as deduced from cDNA and genomic nucleotide sequences. Standard single letter codes are used to represent amino acids. The X represents an amino acid that could not be identified. The deduced sequence includes a signal peptide typical of secretory proteins at positions -22 to -6. This is followed by a propeptide, GPTH, of five amino acids, from -5 to -1. In human IRBP derived from cadaver eyes about 50% of the protein begins with the glycine (G, position -5) of the propeptide (68). The remainder begins with phenylalanine (F, position +1). When wild type IRBP is first synthesized and secreted it appears that the protein is the full length form including the propeptide as shown here and starts at position -5. All the deletion variants begin at the same point, suggesting that they are similarly processed and secreted. The exception is R1, which still contains its signal peptide. How it avoids cotranslational processing that normally removes the signal peptide is unknown, but the mass of protein being produced may simply overwhelm the insect cell’s signal peptidase. The E. coli expressed Repeat 1 protein, EcR1, yielded an amino acid sequence matching that expected from the DNA sequence of the clone, including a seven amino acid extension (underlined) before the beginning of Repeat 1. **Repeat 2 Region:** The E. coli expressed protein, EcR2, contains a short N-terminal extension of 17 amino acids (underlined) derived from the vector, followed by the IRBP repeat 2 sequence. The sequence shown here matches the sequence deduced from the DNA construct exactly. For the Repeat 3 and 4 regions, EcR3 and EcR4 have amino acid sequences identical to the expected seven amino acids encoded by the vector (underlined) followed exactly by the deduced sequences from each repeat. This figure shows that all the proteins encode IRBP by their identity with the deduced amino acid sequences from the cDNA and gene, and by similarity with amino acid sequences of IRBP from other species (68, 69).
were reconstructed and that no errors were incorporated into any insert, except R12+ as discussed below. pR1 contains some IRBP’s untranslated region. The produced protein was named R1. All the other constructs were created similarly and Table Ic shows details of how they were made. PCR products for clones pR1, pR12-, pR12+, and pR123 were cloned into pVL1392. PCR fragments for pG719S and pR725C were subcloned into pVL4200, from which the corresponding wild type restriction fragment had been excised, for baculovirus/insect cell protein expression.

The remaining four PCR products were cloned into pLEX (InVitrogen, La Jolla, CA) for protein expression in E. coli. For expression in E. coli, several vector-derived amino acids were left at the N-terminus and a poly(His) tail was included at the C-terminal end. The expressed proteins contained six histidines at the C-terminus, so that any proteolyzed or abnormal translation products would not likely contain the histidine tail and not bind to metal affinity columns during protein purification.

pR12+ is an aberrant clone but provides useful information. It resulted from the artifactual ligation of base 6373 from pVL4200 joined to the 3'-half NotI site of the pVL1392 vector. This suggests that the vector was not fully digested with XbaI and that the PCR fragment of this clone was digested with contaminating exo- and endonucleases, leaving base 6373 at the 3’ terminus. Abnormal fill-ins and ligation appear to have yielded this clone. The resulting construct was normal at the N-terminal end but imperfect at the C-terminal end of the deduced protein: It possessed 29 non-IRBP amino acids at that end. The extra 29 amino acids originate from the residual multiple cloning site and the AcNPV polyhedrin gene fragment found in pVL1392. Despite the erroneous C-terminal end, the expressed protein still possesses important structural and functional characteristics. The produced protein was designated R12+.

**Expression Conditions**—Recombinant baculovirus were prepared as described in the manual provided by the kit manufacturer (MaxBac, version 1.6, Invitrogen, San Diego, CA). BaculoGold viral DNA (Pharmingen Inc., San Diego, CA) was used instead of wild type linearized AcNPV. Conditions for expression were described previously (30). Expression of the individual repeats in E. coli was carried out as described in the manufacturer’s manual (Invitrogen) with minor modification. Typically, bacteria containing the expression plasmids were grown to an A550 of 0.5 at 30°C. Tryptophan was added to a final concentration of 0.2 mg/ml and the cells were shaken at 225 rpm at 37°C for four hours before harvesting by centrifugation.

**Protein Purification**—A previously described protocol was used to purify wild type recombinant human IRBP (30), and this method also was used to purify R1, G719S, and R725C. R12+ was purified using QAE ion exchange chromatography (30). Because R12- and R123 remain intracellular, they were purified from the insect cells, which were isolated by centrifugation at 2000 x g for 10 min. Typically 12 ml of cell pellet were homogenized in 40 ml of homogenization buffer (0.5% (V/V) Triton X-100 in 50 mM Tris pH 7.5 and 2 mM EDTA). The homogenate was centrifuged at 28,000 rpm in an SW30 rotor (Beckman, Schauburg, IL) at approximately 120,000 x g for 30 min. The resulting pellet was extracted twice more in 40 ml of homogenization buffer. The final pellet (about 4 to 5 ml in volume) was homogenized in 90 ml of S Buffer (10 mM Tris pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA) including 8 M urea. After centrifugation at 28,000 rpm for 30 min, the resulting supernatant was diluted to 150 ml final volume in S Buffer including 8 M urea and dialyzed against three changes of 6 liters of S Buffer. After dialysis, residual debris was removed by centrifugation at 10,000 x g for 10 min. The protein was concentrated by QAE chromatography on (Q-Sepharose Fast Flow resin, Pharmacia, Piscataway, NJ). The column was developed with an 18 ml 0.1 to 0.5 M NaCl gradient over 3.5 hours. R12- and R123 eluted at 0.35 to 0.4 M NaCl.

To purify E. coli expressed proteins, the cells were digested with 1 mg/ml lysozyme for 30 min on ice, sonicated for 1 min three times, and treated with 50 µg/ml RNase and 4.55 µg/ml DNase for 20 min on ice in 5 ml per gram of bacterial pellet in H Buffer (20 mM NaPO4, pH 7.4, 10 mM imidazole, 500 mM NaCl). Cell debris was removed by centrifugation at 100,000 x g for 20 min. For E. coli expressed Repeats 1, 3, and 4 (EcR1, EcR3, and EcR4), the proteins were readily soluble and were purified to virtual homogeneity by nickel nitritoltraetate acid affinity chromatography: After loading the column (HisTrap, 1 ml bed volume, Pharmacia) with the protein containing solution, it was washed with 15-30 ml of H Buffer and protein eluted with 500 mM imidazole, 20 mM NaPO4, and 500 mM NaCl, pH 7.4. Most of the eluted protein usually appeared in the third and fourth fraction, where the volume of each fraction was 0.7 ml. This was dialyzed against 4 liters of S Buffer and subjected to QAE chromatography as above. For EcR2, which accumulated as inclusion bodies, cells were lysed as above, the debris was
centrifuged, and the pellet extracted with 8 M urea in H Buffer by homogenization with the B pestle of a Dounce tissue grinder. The mixture was clarified by centrifugation (120,000 x g for 30 min), filtered through a Milllex HV 0.45 μm low protein binding filter (Millipore), and the resulting solution was passed through a nickel nitritotriacetic acid column, exceeding the column’s capacity to bind His-tagged proteins. The polyhistidine tag allowed the recovery of the EcR2 protein in the denatured state. After first washing with H Buffer including 8 M urea to remove weakly bound his-rich proteins, EcR2 protein was eluted with 500 mM imidazole, 20 mM NaPO4, 500 mM NaCl, and 8 M urea, pH 7.4. The protein was renatured by dialysis overnight against two changes of S Buffer. For dialysis, the protein concentration was adjusted below about 3 μM to minimize aggregation (32).

To evaluate the purity of the proteins, samples were subjected to SDS-PAGE. Gels were stained with Coomassie R-250 and analyzed by densitometric scanning on a 12-bit grayscale flatbed scanner and Molecular Analyst software (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Dirt and specks on the gel images were removed by using a 7 x 7 noise reduction filter in this program. Peak areas were integrated after subtracting background and expressed as a percentage of total.

N-terminal Sequence Analysis and Numbering of the IRBP Sequences— According to the cDNA and genomic sequences the first initiator methionine in the IRBP reading frame occurs at amino acid position -22. The IRBP signal or pre-peptide consists of amino acids -22 to -6. The putative propeptide occurs at positions -5 to -1, and mature processed IRBP starts at positions -5 and +1, with about 50% starting at each position when protein is isolated from the IPS. This nomenclature is shown in Figure 2. Protein, separated by SDS-PAGE, was electrophoretically transferred to the PVDF membrane (33). After staining the membrane with Ponceau Red, the band was cut out. N-terminal sequence analysis was carried out on a gas phase sequenator using protein from solution or coupled to PVDF membrane as described (34).

Circular Dichroism (CD) Measurements— CD spectroscopy was carried out as described (35-37), using a Jasco (Easton, MD) J-715 spectropolarimeter. Proteins were exchanged into 5 mM NaPO4, pH 6.5 by gel filtration with Sephadex G-25 columns (Pharmacia) or centrifugal filtration (Centricon 30 or Microcon 10 filters, Amicon Inc, Beverly, MA). These two techniques served to remove Tris, NaCl, EDTA, and other absorbing substances, which interfere with CD readings below about 210 nm. CD spectra were collected in 0.5 mm pathlength cells from 350 to 170 nm, with a bandwidth of 1.0 nm, resolution of 0.1 nm, response of 4 seconds, and speed of 10-50 nm/min. Spectra were truncated once the phototube voltage exceeded 800 volts, which occurred at about 178 nm. [Absorbance measurements were simultaneously collected with the CD spectra and used to approximate the protein concentration by assuming an extinction coefficient of 31 A205 per mg/ml per cm]. After subtracting CD background, high frequency noise in the signals was reduced by using a Fourier transform in the instrument's software. Spectra were analyzed with several programs, including Contin (38), K2D (39), Selcon (40), and Varslc (41), to estimate secondary structural content, that is, α-helix, parallel and antiparallel β-sheet, turns and other structures. Tertiary structure predicted from CD measurements was considered by using the program def_class.exe (42).

Fluorescence Measurements— Fluorescence measurements were performed using 1 μM solutions of wild type or variants of IRBP in 10 mM Tris pH 7.5, 2 mM EDTA, and 500 mM NaCl. 700 μl volumes were used in 1 cm pathlength quartz cuvettes. Measurements were made at ambient room temperature, 23-24°C, using a Spex Fluorolog FL2T2 photon counting spectrofluorometer (Instruments SA, Edison, NJ) and collected as photons counted per second (cps). Static measurements were integrated for 2 seconds. Wavelength scans were carried out at 1 nm/sec. For titrations, 0.5 or 1 μl aliquots of the ligand dissolved in 100% ethanol were added to the cuvette and mixed by pipetting with a plastic transfer pipet. After 100 s, a measurement was made, exposing the sample to light for only about 5 s. From 14 to 22 additions of ligand were made, but at no time did the ethanol concentration exceed 3%, and usually the final concentration was 2 to 2.5%.

Analysis of Binding Curves by Nonlinear Regression— We analyzed the data quantitatively as described by Baer et al. (32), by curve fitting to the following expression, which is a slight variation of their formula. A 1 cm pathlength cuvette

\[
F_{enth} = \left[10^{-\frac{2\beta}{2}}\right] \left[ F_0 + \frac{S}{2} (N P + K_d + X) - \sqrt{(N P + K_d + X)^2 - 4N PX}\right]
\]
was used. Solvent effects, photobleaching, and ligand degradation during the titrations were not separately considered.

where:

\[ F_{\text{enh}} \] is the fluorescence enhancement, that is, the dependent variable, and the difference between fluorescence of two cuvettes, one with protein and one without, at a fixed total ligand concentration. (measured in cps)

\[ X \] is the total concentration of ligand in the cuvette and is the independent variable (measured in \( \mu M \))

\[ F_0 \] is the offset of the background fluorescence between the two cuvettes, one with protein and the other with just buffer at zero ligand concentration (measured in cps)

\[ S \] is the initial slope, that is, the change in fluorescence enhancement per unit change in total ligand concentration, at \( X=0 \) (in cps/\( \mu M \))

\[ e \] is the sum of the extinction coefficients of ligand at the excitation and emission wavelengths (in \( \text{A/} \mu \text{M/cm} \))

\[ K_d \] is the dissociation constant (in \( \mu M \))

\[ N \] is the number of independent ligand binding sites per polypeptide

\[ P \] is the protein concentration (in \( \mu M \))

Curve fitting was calculated by nonlinear regression employing SigmaPlot (Jandel Scientific, San Rafael, CA). Usually no more than 30 iterations were needed for convergence to occur with a tolerance of \( 10^{-9} \).

Here we define \( B_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum amount of ligand that can be bound to a given amount of protein, as measured in units of fluorescence intensity. \( B_{\text{max}} \) is calculated as the product of \( N \) and \( S \).

**RESULTS**

**Protein Production and Purification**—IRBP mutations (G719S and R725C) and nested deletions (R123, R12+, R12-, and R1) were introduced into baculovirus and used to infect large stocks of insect cells. Generally, the designed protein produced in the insect cells was secreted into the medium and was glycosylated. The proteins were successfully purified by Con A chromatography because all the variant proteins contained at least one complex carbohydrate NX(T/S) attachment site in their sequences (see Figure 1). While the proteins exhibited similar behavior to wild type IRBP during purification, especially ion exchange chromatography, two of the proteins, R123 and R12-, remained mainly in the insect cells, although minor amounts were secreted. Figure 3 shows the results of purification of several IRBP deletion proteins. The individual repeats, EcR1, EcR2, EcR3, and EcR4 were made in E. coli. EcR1, 3, and 4 were produced in soluble form and were purified to virtual homogeneity by chromatography on a nickel nitrilotriacetic acid affinity column and an anion exchange column. The other protein, EcR2, became insoluble in E. coli, but it too could be purified and renatured. The purified E. coli-produced proteins are shown in Figure 3b. To summarize, adequate amounts of highly purified proteins were obtained using the baculovirus and E. coli expression systems.

**Western Blots and SDS-PAGE Analysis**—The baculovirus-expressed proteins vary in purity by staining with Coomassie R-250 (Figure 3a), but are all >57% pure. The major bands constitute 100% of total for wild type and R725C, 84% for R1, 76% for G719S, 58% for R12-, 71% for R12+ (sum of the three bands), and 70% for R123. The E. coli-expressed individual repeats (Figure 3b) are almost 100% pure by staining of the SDS gel. Western blotting shows that the major bands all represent IRBP, as they all react with a monoclonal antibody (H3B5) or a polyclonal serum directed against an IRBP oligopeptide by immunostaining (Figure 3a and Figure 3b). EcR1 and EcR2 reacted strongly with H3B5 and showed a heavy brown reaction product (Figure 3b). Lighter but distinctly visible brown reaction products were observed with EcR3 and EcR4. EcR1, EcR3, and EcR4 all reacted with the polyclonal antibody made against amino acids 837-861. Experiments with pre-immune and nonimmune sera, sera against other antigens, and omission of primary sera showed no immunoreactions (data not shown).
To summarize, excepting R12+, there is an IRBP immunoreactive band of the anticipated size suggesting that each protein is produced correctly. The cause of the nonhomogeneity of R12+ is considered below. There are some differently sized molecular weight bands but these are generally minor constituents. These results validate the use of these proteins for further experimental work.

**N-Terminal Amino Acid Sequencing**— Sequence analysis of the first few amino acids established that the major protein in each preparation is the authentic and expected product. The absence of any secondary sequences shows the homogeneity of each single band seen on SDS PAGE and establishes the purity of the preparations. The sequences are shown in Figure 2. All begin with the GPHLHQFSPL... sequence as predicted from the gene and cDNA and prior sequencing at the amino acid level, except R1 and the E. coli expressed proteins. R1 begins with MREWLLLVM..., which is the authentic IRBP signal sequence. Thus, N-terminal sequencing confirms that this protein encodes IRBP, but the signal sequence has not been removed. Figure 2 also shows that EcR1, EcR2, EcR3, and EcR4 begin with short leaders derived from the multiple cloning sites of the pLex vector, but the authentic sequences representing IRBP begin exactly as expected from conceptual translation of the DNA constructs. These data further verify that the purified proteins represent IRBP.

For R12+, the three major bands were cut out individually and analyzed. All three have the same N-terminal sequence suggesting that C-terminal truncation is occurring and that proteolytic processing happens by recognition of distinct sites in the protein. The C-terminal 29 amino acids of R12+ are not IRBP, suggesting that the processing is an artifact. However, even the shortest R12+ polypeptide is slightly larger than R12-. This defines a boundary on the location of C-terminal sites of R12+ protein processing. The same three bands in R12+ produced in the two different expression systems. This repeated finding suggests that this proteolysis is a rapid intracellular event and possibly the consequence of a lack of folding of the artifactual sequence.

**CD Spectra**— To establish whether the variant proteins have folded into the same general conformation as wild type IRBP, we carried out circular dichroism studies. Hazard et al. [37] in a preliminary report examined the CD characteristics of recombinant human IRBP and predicted it to have about 20% α-helix, 37% β-strand, 11% turn, and 32% other by a four-component analysis. Prior analysis suggested at least 16% α-helix and 19% β-sheet (7) in bovine IRBP. Thus, our expectations for the various proteins, whether insect cell-produced or E. coli-produced, if folded correctly, were values similar to those above.

The CD spectra are shown in Figure 4. For all the scans, a maximum ellipticity is found at 192 nm and a minimum at 208 nm. A local valley or inverted shoulder is found at 222 nm in all the spectra. The general shape of all the curves is basically the same, with most variation due to changes in magnitude that likely originate from differences in purity and protein concentration (the latter was roughly estimated based on A205). The spectra were deconvoluted according to several methods, all of which gave similar results as shown in Table II. These results are also similar to those mentioned above from bovine and recombinant human IRBP. Qualitatively, the CD spectra reveal no gross changes in conformation among the wild type and variants of IRBP. The CD spectra show similarities to spectra obtained for Tsp (18), which bears sequence homology with Domain B of IRBP repeats. These results suggest that the variant proteins and wild type all possess the same gross conformation, probably an α/β or α + β tertiary class protein (42, 43). In summary, the CD spectra show a common conformation of the repeats, even those produced in the two different expression systems. This validates their comparison in further experiments.

**Fluorescence Excitation and Emission Wavelength Scans**— The binding of ligands to IRBP frequently results in a several-fold enhancement of fluorescence (3, 7, 14, 30, 32). The excitation and emission characteristics of the IRBP-retinol and IRBP-16-AP complexes are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The excitation and emission maxima for retinol-

---

**Table II. Secondary Structure Estimates based on CD Spectra**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Contin</th>
<th>K2D</th>
<th>Selcon</th>
<th>Varslc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>α 54 β 32 o 16 α 32 β 53</td>
<td>α 20 A 18 P 4 t 15 o 39</td>
<td>α 10 A 13 P 5 t 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>12 46 42 15 32 53</td>
<td>13 29 1.4 20 33</td>
<td>17 0 0 1 19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EcR1</td>
<td>11 54 36 12 37 51</td>
<td>11 39 5 22 20</td>
<td>11 7 2 8 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EcR2</td>
<td>19 49 32 15 30 55</td>
<td>30 0.6 7.7 21 37</td>
<td>17 5 0 9 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EcR3</td>
<td>39 61 0 35 16 49 36</td>
<td>9 4.7 25 29</td>
<td>14 50 17 33 43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EcR4</td>
<td>9 50 40 16 32 52</td>
<td>14 27 23 21 32</td>
<td>14 0 0 5 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12-</td>
<td>6 58 36 12 40 48</td>
<td>9.3 7.8 3.5 8.2 14</td>
<td>2 1 0 3 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12+</td>
<td>12 52 36 11 35 54</td>
<td>13 13 25 12 23</td>
<td>10 6 2 9 13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R123</td>
<td>21 39 41 25 19 56</td>
<td>35 6 5 24 26 21</td>
<td>0 0 8 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G719S</td>
<td>22 51 27 19 28 53</td>
<td>22 16 3 21 35</td>
<td>16 14 4 15 23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R725C</td>
<td>29 47 24 26 25 49</td>
<td>25 15 30 21 31</td>
<td>25 20 6.1 20 28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: α, α-helix; β, β-strand; A, antiparallel β-strand; P, parallel β-strand; o, other; Rand, Random coil; t, turn.
IRBP are at 331 and 479 nm (Figure 5). Similarly, the maxima for 16-AP-IRBP are 363 and 432 nm (Figure 6), respectively. There are no major differences among the wavelength scans for each ligand, except variations in amplitude, probably due to differing amounts of binding sites in the cuvettes. There is one notable change in the relative peak heights among the variants and the wild type protein in the emission scans at 430 nm for retinol (Figure 5), where a shoulder on the scans is

Figure 5. Fluorescence wavelength scans for retinol binding to variant and wild type IRBP. (Excitation and emission scans, proteins expressed in baculovirus and E. coli). There are no substantial spectral shifts, and only the amplitude of the fluorescence varies from sample to sample. This suggests that only the number of binding sites varies from one mutant to the next, despite equimolar amounts of protein being scanned. In these scans, roughly 1 µM IRBP protein was mixed with 6 µM all-trans-retinol, after 100 s equilibration the wavelength scans were performed first holding the emission constant at 479 nm and varying the excitation wavelength from 250 to 400 nm. For emission scans the excitation was held at 339 nm, while the emission monochromator was varied from 400 to 550 nm. Measurements were made integrating over time for 2 s and measuring values every 2 nm. Slits were adjusted so that the bandpass for the emission and excitation monochromators was about 2 nm.

Figure 5a. Excitation scans, baculovirus-expressed proteins.  
Figure 5b. Emission scans, baculovirus-expressed proteins.  
Figure 5c. Excitation scans, E. coli-expressed proteins.  
Figure 5d. Emission scans, E. coli-expressed proteins.
slightly more prominent than in wild type. Other than this slight change, the identical wavelengths of the peaks suggest that the bound ligand is in a very similar hydrophobic environment irrespective of the proteins, variants or wild type. The variation in amplitude could be from a variation in protein concentration obtained by $A_{280}$ measurements (28), though within experimental error (coefficient of variation [CV] ~5%) we adjusted it to 1 µM. Another explanation of the variation in peak height is the number of binding sites per polypeptides. Third, the inherent quantum yield of the ligand bound to each distinct binding site is simply different. To summarize, the spectra in Figs. 5 and 6 all show fluorescence enhancement, implying that the ligands bind to all these proteins and move less when bound.

**Binding Properties: Measurements of Binding Capacities**

Figure 6. Fluorescence wavelength scans of 16-AP binding to variant and wild type IRBP. (Excitation and emission scans, proteins expressed in baculovirus and E. coli). For excitation scans, the emission wavelength was held at 432 nm while the excitation was scanned from 300 to 420 nm. Fluorescence values were obtained every two nanometers and integrated over 2 s. For emission scans, the excitation wavelength was held at 363 nm while the emission monochromator was varied from 380 or 400 to 520 or 500 nm in 2 nm steps. The signal was integrated for 2 s. The symbols and lines are the same as in Figure 5. [On the emission scan, the small peak at about 416 nm corresponds to the Raman vibrational scattering of water (at 3600 wavenumbers less than the excitation beam of 27550 wavenumbers) and only a small amount of signal is from fluorescence of the ligand. After compensating for the 600 to 700 cps of the water Raman signal, this eliminates this peak or shoulder]. There are no obvious spectral shifts, and only the amplitude of the fluorescence varies from sample to sample. This suggests that only the binding capacities vary from one to the next variant, despite roughly equimolar amounts of protein being scanned. The magnitude of fluorescence enhancement upon ligand binding to protein suggests that binding markedly reduces rotational dispersion of absorbed light energy.
Within the context of this paper we define specific binding as a binding interaction that is saturable and possesses a high affinity. The raw fluorescence enhancement titration data are shown in Figure 7 for all-trans-retinol and in Figure 8 for 16-AP. Examination of the raw data shows that the wild type protein-ligand complex fluoresces more than the others, and the data show relatively little scatter. Nonlinear regression analysis of the binding curves with five parameters (Fo, S, e, Kd, and N) defined in the methods section yields estimates shown in Table IIIa for retinol and Table IIIb for 16-AP. The tables also show the value of Bmax per unit concentration of protein, which was calculated as the product of N and S. In some instances, it was necessary to compensate for the purity of the protein preparation of insect-produced protein. While the dissociation constants are all low, differences are found among S, N, and Bmax. The median coefficients of variation (CVs) of the measurements are shown in the bottom row of each table. These CVs suggest that the curve fitting approach works well. The CVs found for Fo, e, and Kd were somewhat high, as expected, since these measurements are very small.

The number of equivalent retinol binding sites increases with the length of the polypeptide in the insect cell expression series, from about 0.6 binding sites in R1 and R12-

![Retinol-IRBP Binding](image)

Figure 7. Ligand binding assays: Retinol binding to altered IRBP proteins. One micromolar protein was used in each sample. The concentrations of the ligand are shown on the abscissa, and the fluorescence difference between the sample (protein plus retinol) and the blank (retinol only) in photons counted per second (cps) is shown on the ordinate. The raw data from all-trans-retinol titrations of the WT insect cell-derived protein and from the E. coli produced individual repeats proteins are shown. The results from four independent assays are averaged. The error bars indicate the standard error of the mean. WT protein (in black) shows the highest binding followed by EcR1 in red, EcR2 in green, EcR4 in violet and EcR3 in blue.

incrementally to about 1.3 binding sites in wild type protein. Thus, increasing the length of the polypeptide at the C-terminal end increases binding capability, thus supporting the hypothesis that each repeat can bind a molecule of retinol. However, this hypothesis suggests that as the length increases, the binding sites should increase from one site in R1 to two sites in R12+, three sites in R123, and four sites in wild type. These values (0.6 to 1.3) are consistent with the idea that each repeat can bind retinol, but the non-integral numbers and the likelihood of differences in fluorescence enhancement slope (S) among the different repeats (see below) suggested the need to construct and analyze each repeat individually. We next expressed each repeat separately in E. coli and analyzed each protein for its individual retinol-binding characteristics. Each repeat possesses the capacity to bind retinol. The number of binding sites for the individual repeats ranges from about 0.7 to 1.3 as shown in Table IIIa. Clearly, the data support our central hypothesis that each separate repeat contains a binding site.

The S-values of the individual repeats vary 4-fold for retinol and 20-fold for 16-AP. This suggests that the quantum yields of one ligand when bound to individual repeats are different. However, the trend is that Repeats 1 and 2 have the high S-values, while Repeats 3 and 4 are both lower. The variations in S among the repeats probably reflect differences in damping of motion of the ligand in the binding site, differences in the size and shape of the binding sites, differences in amino acid side chains in or near the binding sites, but not so much changes in hydrophobicity among the binding sites. Trivial explanations are also possible, for example, errors in protein concentration (though CVs are ~5%) or “bad” or inactive protein preparations.

The sum of the binding capacities of the four individual repeats is a little greater than binding capacity of WT for retinol. The summation of the Bmax from EcR1 through EcR4 is 16,300 ± 1170 SD versus the Bmax of wild type (10,200 ± 3330 SD). This difference is significant at p<0.01. Explanations of this observation are presented in the Discussion.

The above analyses have focused on individual repeats and nested deletions of IRBP. We also constructed two point mutations, which were suggested to us by McGee and Dryja (44) who found these sequence variations in patients, though it is probable that each change is not etiologic. We became interested in these variants because of the location, conservation, and chemical nature of the amino acid substitution. The point mutation, R725C, behaves very much like the wild type protein in number of binding sites, Kd, and Bmax per unit concentration of protein. On the other hand, G719S has a significantly smaller value for N and Bmax. These changes suggest that position 719 is very near a binding site or that glycine at this position is required for proper protein folding, whereas, position 725, though not far away, may not possess the same retinol binding interactions or the same structural attributes.

To summarize the retinol binding data, we find retinol fluorescence enhancement for each of the proteins that we constructed. For each protein there was a saturating high affinity
interaction, implying one or more specific binding sites. The pattern of binding, N, Kd, and Bmax are all consistent with the central hypothesis of each repeat containing at least one binding site.

**Fatty Acid Analog Binding Data—** In comparing our WT binding data to Putalina et al (45), their N (1.1) from bovine IRBP is the same as ours, although they found a higher Kd of 0.36 µM. Also, 16-AP binds well to the human variants as shown in Table IIIb. EcR3 gives the lowest values for S, N, and Bmax with EcR4 values a little higher. EcR2 values are the highest with EcR1 a little lower.

The 16-AP binding data argue against the notion that cryptic binding sites are exposed in the individually expressed repeats. The sum of the Bmaxs (23800 ± 8350 SD) from the four individual repeats is the same as the Bmax of the intact wild type molecule (23400 ± 9500 SD). The 16-AP binding data show proportionate increases in N, from 0.25 to 1.1, as the length of the polypeptide increases from about 300 to 1200 amino acids in the nested truncation series. This is consistent with a model of fatty acid binding in which each repeat independently binds 16-AP.

Regarding the fractional values of N found for the individual repeats, we suggest several possible explanations:

1. The binding sites may already be partially occupied by another ligand or molecule that may have contaminated the protein preparation: If there is a lot of fatty acid such as palmitate already bound to IRBP, then we fully expect that 16-AP would yield a fractional value of N. 2. Fractional N values may reflect a binding site that flickers between a binding and nonbinding state. This could occur if a physiologically relevant allosteric regulator changes the binding site conformation. 3. Some of the protein may be in a native state and functional whereas fractions of the protein may be inactive, damaged, or denatured. 4. Nonideal assay conditions may not mimic normal eye physiology. The pH, temperature, ionic conditions, osmotic strength, etc might profoundly affect N. 5. Less than 100% pure ligands may appear to reduce N.

To summarize, as shown in Figure 9, the fluorescence enhancement data suggest that each repeat can bind retinol and 16-AP without the need for additional polypeptide sequences from other repeats. Second, the point mutation data suggest that selected amino acids can profoundly alter binding capacity, apparently all in the absence of gross conformational changes. Third, models of retinol binding should consider the impact of the known gross shape changes in WT protein plus or minus retinol (46).

**DISCUSSION**

**IRBP as a Member of an Enzyme Family—** A clear statistical argument can be made that the multiple sequence alignment and the resulting most parsimonious dendritogram represent divergence from a single common ancestor (20). The family includes members from all biological kingdoms. While the similarity is weak, we believe that it is legitimate to call these homologous relationships based on common ancestry. All these proteins bind ligands or catalyze substrates that are small and hydrophobic in character, suggesting some shared functional characteristics as well as structural and ancestral. In Tsp, Domain B possesses catalytic activity. Excepting IRBP, each family member contains only one Domain B per polypeptide; consequently, we predicted that each IRBP repeat can function as a monomeric binding protein, independent of the need for additional domains from other repeats. Our data support this prediction.

**IRBP Production in Insect Cells—** IRBP is synthesized (47, 48) and secreted from the photoreceptor cell. Wild type recombinant human IRBP is glycosylated by insect cells, secreted from them, and the engineered protein accumulates in the extracellular medium much as IRBP does in the IPS. The protein is co-translationally processed to remove the signal peptide in insect cells, and altered IRBP proteins can be evaluated initially by whether they are secreted, glycosylated, and N-terminally processed from insect cells (30).

Six of the seven baculovirus-produced proteins had the N-terminal signal peptide removed. In the seventh, R1, the protein retains its signal peptide. Potential explanations of the retention of the signal peptide by R1 include: 1. a sequence change in the protein, 2. the protein enters the medium after cell lysis, 3. the amount of secreted protein overwhelms the insect cell signal peptidase leaving the majority with the signal peptide intact. Countering the first point, we sequenced the recombinant baculovirus DNA and verified that no mutations had occurred in the R1 DNA sequence. According to the second point, we observed no obvious cell death in the cultures by microscopy, suggesting that this point cannot explain the observations. Possibility #3 seems the most likely alternative.

R123 and R12- are retained inside the insect cell despite transglutaminal signal peptide removal and glycosylation. Possibly the C-terminal part of wild type IRBP is involved in subcellular trafficking. The lack of secretion may be analogous to opsin mutant proteins in RP retained in the rER or Golgi apparatus (70). Another explanation is that the posttranslational machinery of the insect cells is overwhelmed by the amounts of R123 and R12-. In spite of these deviations from the

**Table IIIA.** ALTERED IRBP PROTEINS: RETINOL LIGAND BINDING PROPERTIES (VALUES SD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutant/variant</th>
<th>Number of trials</th>
<th>Fo (cts)</th>
<th>S (µM/cm)</th>
<th>e (µM)</th>
<th>Kd (µM)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Bmax (cts) for 100% pure protein (±9500 SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>7860</td>
<td>0.0275</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>10200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>7640</td>
<td>0.0936</td>
<td>0.0942</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>9960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>5290</td>
<td>0.0745</td>
<td>0.0275</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>5440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12+</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>5290</td>
<td>0.0745</td>
<td>0.0275</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>5440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>7640</td>
<td>0.0936</td>
<td>0.0942</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>9960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>5290</td>
<td>0.0745</td>
<td>0.0275</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>5440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R725C</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>6110</td>
<td>0.0237</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>8980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G719S</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>6080</td>
<td>0.0237</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>8980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R725C</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>6110</td>
<td>0.0237</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>8980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EcR3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>1490</td>
<td>-0.0380</td>
<td>0.00866</td>
<td>0.689</td>
<td>1030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EcR4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>1360</td>
<td>0.0223</td>
<td>0.0363</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>2350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median CV</td>
<td>1236</td>
<td>33.55</td>
<td>1458</td>
<td>95.6%</td>
<td>25.7%</td>
<td>26.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
expected secretory pattern, these proteins have folded properly, as shown by CD analysis, and are useful in characterizing IRBP binding properties.

**Immunological Properties**— Donoso and group clearly showed that the monoclonal antibody, H3B5, reacts exclusively with the sequence AASEDPR, positions 356-362 found in Repeat 2 as an oligopeptide in a competition assay (27, 49). We were surprised to find that R1, which contains a related sequence SSLNDPR (positions 58 to 64), also cross-reacts with the antibody. We propose that the protein may have partially renatured while bound to the nitrocellulose blot. This raises the possibility that secondary and tertiary structure play a role in the binding of H3B5 to an epitope of the expressed protein. Our polyclonal antibody, GALS, shows cross-reaction among repeats 1, 3, and 4 suggesting a similar shape of epitopes in these three repeats. These immunologic cross-reactivities highlight the inherent similarity of structure among Repeats 1 through 4.

**The Conformation of IRBP and Variants**— CD analysis suggests that the use of E. coli and insect cells to express IRBP protein fragments is acceptable and results in native protein. The spectra of insect-produced R1 and E. coli-produced R1 are very similar. Also, the refolded EcR2 protein has a CD spectrum very similar to the wild type spectrum, showing that a denatured single repeat can direct its own refolding in vitro.

All the proteins, expressed in insect cells or E. coli, fold in a grossly normal manner, and all appear to have the same general conformation. The results here are also very similar to the CD spectrum of bovine IRBP (7, 37). The CD spectra suggest that much of the protein folds into α-helices and β-strand structures, and the general tertiary class may be α + β as predicted by def_class.exe (42). This result suggests that IRBP is very different in conformation from other retinoid binding proteins, which are beta clasmshell proteins. The only other protein related to IRBP, for which a CD analysis has been done, is Tsp, and its CD spectrum also suggests that it is an α + β protein: The 208 nm valley is somewhat deeper than the 221 nm valley or inverted shoulder (18) in the CD spectrum. Manavalan and Johnson (43) suggest that α + β proteins exhibit this behavior, whereas the α/β tertiary class exhibit a deeper valley at 221 than at 208 nm. Deconvolution of CD spectra into various secondary structure components was carried out with several programs, each of which has its merits (50). An average structure of the 11 different proteins was obtained. Although unremarkable, the 18% α-helix, 30% β-strand, 15% turn and 33% other (the remaining 4% is unpredicted), is most consistent with an α + β or possibly α/β tertiary class. While a caveat could be offered that a protein produced in different biological organisms as diverse as E. coli, insect cells, and humans might not possess the same conformation, these CD analyses suggest that it is not the case here.

**Ligand Binding Properties**— Our previous studies concluded that the ligand binding properties of human IRBP are similar to those of bovine IRBP (30). Also, fatty acid analogs bind even more tightly than retinoids to IRBP (51). These experiments suggested different roles for IRBP in transport ligands, and that there may be different structures in IRBP that bind these different ligands.

In this report, we only considered the sites involved in fluorescence enhancement. We chose the enhancement assay because of its rapidity, ease, reliability, and long history in IRBP work. Other assays share many of these same attributes, but most of these have additional complications. For example, the 3H-retinol binding assay is expensive, and we must then quantitatively separate free 3H-retinol from bound. While this can be achieved, free and bound retinol can stick to the DEAE column or charcoal (irreversibly), and the bound retinol can dissociate from IRBP during separation (58). Tryptophan fluorescence quenching is very useful, but detects two classes of binding sites in IRBP. For the purposes of this paper, we opted to examine the simpler, single-binding class behavior detected by the fluorescence enhancement assay.

Using this assay, the retinol dissociation constants from the various polypeptides all appear to have lower K_d than wild type, except EcR1, which is the same. The fluorescence enhancement slope (S) from EcR1 is the highest of the repeats suggesting that the fluorescence signal from this repeat dominates the response of the whole protein, and the effects from the other three repeats, because of their similar K_d and lower S-values probably appear as just a minor binding component in the analysis of the wild type protein’s binding properties.
There is a significant difference between the \( K_d \) for retinol bound to WT (\( K_d = 1.04 \)) in our earlier publication (30) and \( K_d \) reported here (\( K_d = 0.356, p < .05 \)). The discrepancy probably occurs because: 1. The earlier value was derived from a limited data set, \( n=3 \). The new value is based on \( n=18 \). 2. Error is more definitively calculated here because of the numerical method (32). 3. The old method assumed ideal 1:1 binding behavior and a perfect hyperbola in plotting free versus bound. 4. The old method did not consider the inner filter effect or photobleaching of the ligand in the assay in the previous measurements. 5. There are some other variations such as different fluorometers and pipettors were used, and the cuvettes were at slightly different temperatures.

### Ligand Binding with 16-AP—Studies (Table IIIb)

The binding of 16-AP suggest that each repeat binds this ligand. All the deletion proteins retained the ability to bind at least some retinol and 16-AP, suggesting that not all of the protein is needed to carry out the proposed essential functions of IRBP. The results of the point substitution, R725C, suggest that this change has minimal impact on ligand binding. However, the other point mutation, G719S, suggests that this change reduces retinol but not 16-AP binding. This suggests that this mutation is located in a retinol ligand binding site, but the binding of 16-AP does not require glycine at position 719.

Previous studies have characterized fatty acid binding to bovine IRBP. Bazan et al (52) found up to four fatty acids noncovalently attached and two covalently attached. Putalina et al. (45) used 16-AP and other fluorescent fatty acids and found one independent binding site. Our data here, based on individual human repeats, suggest that there are four distinct 16-AP sites, all sharing similar ligand binding properties.

The fatty acid binding sites may have essential roles in the function of IRBP in the Visual Cycle. Chen et al (53-55) propose that an IRBP-11-cis-retinal complex selectively dissociates when docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) binds to the protein near the photoreceptor cell. DHA has been shown to be released from rat retina in response to light (56). Although there are some qualifications, such as the DHA release was measured from whole retina and was not a measurement of DHA released solely into the IPS, and DHA release was not simultaneously measured from the RPE, these experiments still lend support to the idea (53) that DHA is a regulator of retinoid transport. Where could the DHA binding site be in comparison to the retinol binding sites? One possibility is that one repeat possesses a DHA binding site, while another repeat binds all-trans-retinol. Another possibility is that Domain A in each repeat may contain an allosteric affecter site whereas the binding site for retinoids or other fatty acids is in Domain B. Future experiments will measure protein fluorescence of Domains A and B and mutants thereof to examine whether a regulatory class of binding sites is located in Domain A and a different (more hydrophobic) binding site resides in Domain B.

Some differences in the \( B_{\text{max}} \) of WT and the individual repeats might be attributed to different fatty acids, in particular DHA, bound to the various proteins. The WT IRBP was produced in insect cells. The media for these cells do not contain DHA or linolenic acid, although traces could be derived from the limited amount of fetal calf serum present during expression. Thus, even though we did not strip the proteins by lipexid treatment, it is not likely that there is much DHA bound to insect-produced WT IRBP. E. coli does not produce DHA, and the medium does not contain any either. The DHA competitive effects on retinol fluorescence enhancement of Chen et al. (53) were small (less than 18%) and required about a five-fold molar excess of DHA over protein. [Other fatty acids showed smaller effects (54)]. Given that these levels of DHA are 10 times the normal physiological level of DHA bound endogenously to IRBP, and given that there probably is far less DHA bound to our WT IRBP preparations, potential differences in endogenous levels of DHA between the insect and E. coli expressed proteins should not markedly change the interpretation of our results.

### Linearization versus Numerical Methods of Binding Curve Analysis—Disagreement in measuring \( N \), \( B_{\text{max}} \), and \( K_d \)

Among various reports of fluorescence enhancement of retinol bound to IRBP may in part be due to the numerical analysis methods employed. The Cogan plot (57) was designed to provide a linear plot, which is ideal for visualization of the data. This makes it easy to eyeball a suitable line or to use a least squares linear regression analysis of the data, which are simple to calculate. However, there are several potential problems with this analysis, which are more fully discussed elsewhere (32, 58, 59). To summarize the problems: 1. Eyeballing a line is subjective. 2. The Cogan plot frequently yields data that look a little sigmoidal: Can we justify approximating this sigmoidal data with a straight line? What criteria could we use to decide on a valid range of ligand concentrations to avoid the nonlinear tails? 3. Data are obtained as total retinol concentration (the independent variable) versus fluorescence (the dependent variable). The Cogan analysis plots two quantities against each other, neither of which is independent of the other (\( P_{R\alpha} \alpha \) vs. \( R_{\text{max}}(\alpha/1-\alpha) \)), and all \( X \)- and \( Y \)-values are affected by estimates of \( F_0 \) and \( F_{\text{max}} \). This can cause complications in estimates of error (60). 4. The

---

**Table III. Altered IRBP Proteins: 16-AP Ligand Binding Properties**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutant/Variant</th>
<th>Number of Trials</th>
<th>( F_0 ) (cps)</th>
<th>( S ) (cps/µM)</th>
<th>( e ) (A/µg/cm)</th>
<th>( K_d ) (µM)</th>
<th>( N )</th>
<th>( B_{\text{max}} ) (cps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT+</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>25700</td>
<td>0.546</td>
<td>0.0199</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>23400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R23</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>(239)</td>
<td>(29510)</td>
<td>(0.477)</td>
<td>(0.0170)</td>
<td>(0.470)</td>
<td>(29510)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>26300</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.0620</td>
<td>0.716</td>
<td>26800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12+</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(46.3)</td>
<td>(14140)</td>
<td>(0.921)</td>
<td>(0.0096)</td>
<td>(0.764)</td>
<td>(14300)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12+</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>18000</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>0.0223</td>
<td>0.564</td>
<td>14300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(172)</td>
<td>(13300)</td>
<td>(0.483)</td>
<td>(0.0445)</td>
<td>(0.774)</td>
<td>(13600)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>15800</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.00461</td>
<td>0.507</td>
<td>13800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(148)</td>
<td>(3080)</td>
<td>(0.648)</td>
<td>(0.00555)</td>
<td>(0.762)</td>
<td>(3170)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>33100</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>0.0376</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>38800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G719S</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(478)</td>
<td>(19000)</td>
<td>(0.556)</td>
<td>(0.0431)</td>
<td>(0.204)</td>
<td>(22400)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G719S</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>28000</td>
<td>0.548</td>
<td>0.0223</td>
<td>0.857</td>
<td>26100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G719S</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(56.8)</td>
<td>(1050)</td>
<td>(0.701)</td>
<td>(0.0249)</td>
<td>(0.381)</td>
<td>(13800)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R725C</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24600</td>
<td>0.464</td>
<td>0.0262</td>
<td>0.641</td>
<td>15800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R725C</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(108)</td>
<td>(14300)</td>
<td>(0.485)</td>
<td>(0.0242)</td>
<td>(0.282)</td>
<td>(14300)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R725C</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24100</td>
<td>0.0885</td>
<td>0.0526</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>12400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R725C</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(42.1)</td>
<td>(3130)</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>(0.0892)</td>
<td>(0.312)</td>
<td>(3130)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R725C</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>33100</td>
<td>-0.00790</td>
<td>0.00510</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>8700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R725C</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(28.7)</td>
<td>(7050)</td>
<td>(0.421)</td>
<td>(0.00540)</td>
<td>(0.161)</td>
<td>(7050)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R725C</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>1580</td>
<td>-0.604</td>
<td>0.00440</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R725C</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(32.1)</td>
<td>(247)</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>(0.0703)</td>
<td>(0.229)</td>
<td>(220)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R725C</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>4560</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.0111</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>1820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R725C</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(33.1)</td>
<td>(3210)</td>
<td>(1.50)</td>
<td>(0.0162)</td>
<td>(0.0756)</td>
<td>(3210)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median CV</td>
<td></td>
<td>1238</td>
<td>37.55</td>
<td>1818</td>
<td>1146</td>
<td>46.60</td>
<td>814</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cogan plot derives \( K_d \) and \( N \) from the slope of the line and extrapolation to the \( Y \)-intercept. Extrapolations can magnify error. In contrast, the Baer method (32) relies on a nonlinear regression numerical method. It avoids all of the above-mentioned problems. Despite all these issues, Chen et al. (53) found only a 20% difference in their values for \( K_d \) in comparing the Cogan analysis versus a numerical approach (58).

Baer et al. (32) introduced this elegant way of treating visual cycle problems described here, IRBP should now be considered as reduced binding capacities of the variants and the secretion of the preparations. 5. Perhaps not all of the R1 protein is folded normally. 6. The protein concentration of R1 may be lower than that of EcR1. Jointly these points may form a plausible explanation of the differing ligand binding properties.

**Comparison of R1 and EcR1**—Why should there be a disparity between the ligand binding properties of R1 and EcR1? While the slope factor (\( S \)) and the extinction coefficient (\( e \)) for each of these two very closely related proteins are the same, the number of binding sites (\( N \)) and the \( K_d \)s are different. There are several potential causes of the differences: 1. The signal peptide is retained in R1 whereas the N-terminal sequence of EcR1 is different and contains seven vector-derived amino acids. These sequences are most likely to interact with Domain A, a candidate regulatory domain. 2. R1 has attached carbohydrate, while EcR1 has none. 3. The C-terminal ends are slightly different. 4. Differences in the quality of the preparations. 5. Perhaps not all of the R1 protein is folded normally. 6. The protein concentration of R1 may be lower than that of EcR1. Jointly these points may form a plausible explanation of the differing ligand binding properties.

**Negative Cooperativity?**—The “lack of additivity” between the sum of \( B_{\max} \) from the four individual repeats and WT IRBP causes us to speculate that negative cooperativity (65) plays a role in the transport of retinoids across the IPS. Negative cooperativity would suggest that one ligand bound to IRBP may directly or indirectly affect the binding of fluorescence enhancement titration data, but they did not measure the number of binding sites in full-size IRBP. Thus, satisfactory answers about the number of binding sites have awaited methods to examine all the structural elements in IRBP. Repeat 4 in Xenopus contains a binding site of all-trans-retinol with \( N = 0.15 \) (32) (though they presented higher values recently (61)). Previously, we showed retinol-binding in a variant protein composed of Repeats 1, 2, and part of 3 (62). These results suggested that there are at least two structurally distinct retinol binding sites in IRBP. Also, some fish IRBP proteins contain only two repeats (63, 64), though we don’t know for certain whether these fish IRBPs bind retinoids. All these results suggest multiple ligand binding sites in intact IRBP, and none exclude the possibility of four retinol or fatty acid binding sites in the whole protein.

**Utility of Expression Approaches for Molecular Etiology**—It is impossible to obtain mutated IRBPs from human eyes directly, and IRBPs purified from other species are imperfect substitutes: They may contain so many compensatory amino acid changes that it would confound analysis even if we found a species with a putative gene lesion. But, via expression systems and with human cDNA clones, we have begun a molecular dissection of the human IRBP protein. The truncated proteins that we made retain many structural and functional characteristics of IRBP but with reduced binding capacities. The proteins also are stable in the insect cells with many fully secreted. Thus, they do not cause gain-of-function toxicity in these cells. However, some proteins are secreted while others are not. The sequence change of G719S (in Domain B of Repeat 3) found by McGee et al. (44) may be a subclinical point mutation, as it appears to reduce \( N \) by 29% (0.923 vs. 1.30) when compared to WT protein. Given the identified reduced binding capacities of the variants and the secretion problems described here, IRBP should now be considered as a candidate for inherited retinal diseases.
additional ligands. This may imply that the binding sites in IRBP may change conformation or come into close proximity by bending of the protein once the first ligand molecule is bound. Adler et al. (46) noticed a distinctive shape change in IRBP upon retinol binding.

Another possible explanation of the “lack of additivity” is that the first binding event makes a conformational shape change in WT that reduces the fluorescence enhancement properties of the other three binding sites, without altering their affinities for retinol. There are other potential explanations but these appear less plausible: 1. Cryptic nonfunctional binding sites are exposed and activated once the protein is subdivided into individual repeats, but the 16-AP binding data argue against this. 2. The wild type protein preparations might not be as “good” as the E. coli-derived preparations. Countering the latter argument similar numbers of hydrophobic retinol binding sites per polypeptide (N ranging from 0.55 to about 1) have been reported for intact bovine IRBP by absorbance (7) and fluorescence enhancement (12, 54).

The putative negative cooperativity in IRBP function could be analogous to CO2 causing the sudden release of four O2 molecules from hemoglobin: After a light bleach all-trans-retinal can be tapped as required. It itself. Thus, IRBP, may serve as a reservoir for 11-cis-retinal to affect IRBP, causing the release of 11-cis-retinal near the same photoreceptor plasma membrane. These may allosterically interact with other ligands. Similar results were found with each different ligand and a single repeat can be multifunctional in its binding capabilities. Similar results were found with each repeat (none was functionally dead), though some variation in quantum efficiency may explain apparent differences in S, N, and Bmax.

Conclusions—Small IRBP fragments fold into a normal IRBP conformation and can bind substantial amounts of retinoid and fatty acid analogs. Binding curve analyses show these interactions to be high in affinity and saturable, implying that these are specific binding phenomena. Our data rule out models of IRBP action that require the whole or even half the protein to bind one ligand. Each individual repeat binds retinol and 16-AP, suggesting that a monomeric repeat unit can bind different ligands and a single repeat can be multifunctional in its binding capabilities. Similar results were found with each repeat (none was functionally dead), though some variation in quantum efficiency may explain apparent differences in S, N, and Bmax.
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